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The USACE Extreme Storm team
supports the Dam and Levee Safety
program by performing hypothetical
storm studies and updating guidance.
A major undertaking is the
development of the Extreme Storm
Database. This database will contain
information about historic storms, like
the raw data, depth-area-duration
curves, and contour maps (images and
GIS format). Other areas the team is
exploring is a methodology for
developing area-reduction factors for
large, spatial storm events. With the
addition of Monte Carlo computation
capabilities to HEC software, guidance
and example applications are
necessary. Finally, use of
atmospheric models for estimation of
the PMP is being explored.
USACE dams are placed into a DSAC
class based on their individual dam
safety risk considered as a combination
of probability of failure and potential
life safety, economic, environmental, or
other consequences. The DSAC table
presents different levels and urgencies
of actions that are commensurate with
the different classes of the safety status
of USACE dams. These actions range
from immediate recognition of an
urgent and compelling situation
requiring extraordinary and
immediate action for unsafe dams
through normal operations and dam
safety activities for safe dams.
USACE takes a multi-faceted
approach to managing risk of the dams
it operates and maintains.
Risk-informed decisions integrate
traditional engineering analyses with
estimations of risk through
experience-based engineering
judgment. Dam safety risk-informed
program is managed with three main
components: risk assessment, risk
management, and risk
communication.
A risk assessment is used to define
safety issues, evaluate remediation
options, and measure effectiveness of
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repairs. It enhances decision-making
for setting short and long-term
priorities for studies, investigations,
and repairs. A national
screening-level risk assessment
process began in 2005 in which
USACE categorized dams among five
Dam Safety Action Classifications
(DSAC) based on relative risks. This
allowed USACE to identify dam safety
issues and prioritize actions and
funding according to those risks.
Risk Management
Risk management is the process of
problem finding and initiating action to
identify, evaluate, select, implement,
monitor and modify actions taken to
alter levels of risk, as compared to
taking no action. The purpose of risk
management is to choose and prioritize
work required to reduce risk.
USACE owns and operates a large
portfolio of more than 650 dams. The
median age of the portfolio is about 50
years with many dams needing
rehabilitation.
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USACE has completed three site
specific PMP studies using the same
methodology as the National Weather
Service. Site specific studies are
being requested for dams that are
hydrologically deficient (overtopping
due to the PMF is an issue).
Antecedent storm studies are used to
define the antecedent conditions prior
to the PMF simulation. An important
decision is the amount of water behind
a reservoir at the beginning of the
PMF simulation; is it reasonable to
assume all the flood storage is filled
prior to the PMF or is there a better
assumption? Also, the Corps would
like to use regional atmospheric
models to help better define the PMP
for a region/watershed. This is
especially true in the west, where the
dynamics between the terrain and the
atmosphere are challenging when
using historic storms and
extrapolating them to a PMP estimate.
This table shows the publication and
most recent storm used in current
guidance. It is important to update
the extreme storm catalog and PMP
index maps using the most recent
storm information. Notice the table
containing major storms in Texas and
that 6 of them were not used when
creating the PMP index maps in HMR
51 and 55A.
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Storm studies published in the late
1940s and 1970s by the War
Department documented DAD and
mass rainfall curves for storms across
the eastern U.S.; events date back to
the late 1800s.

This schematic shows the steps for
developing storm isohyetal maps and
depth-area-duration curves. The
software listed is available from HEC;
HEC-GageInterp, gridLoadXMRG,
and dss2ascGrid. Once the gridded
precipitation data is in HEC-DSS
format, the HEC-HMS can use the
data as a boundary condition to
rainfall-runoff simulations.
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HEC-GageInterp is a tool for creating
a gridded surface by interpolation
point rainfall data. 15-minute,
1-hour, and other time steps can be
used to create the gridded datasets.
The figure on this slide shows the
interpolated surface from the 1969
total storm event for the Whittier
Narrows watershed.
HEC-GageInterp contains a “bias”
option for precipitation interpolation.
This option can be used to scale
precipitation based on mean annual
precipitation or other data sources.
For the Whittier Narrows watershed,
the bias option ensurse more
precipitation along orographically
enhanced regions in the watershed.
Currently, the USACE Extreme Storm
Database has over 800 storms from
across the U.S. cataloged with
depth-area-duration curves, storm
center locations, mass rainfall curves,
and any available documentation.
The catalog is searchable by map
interface or by catalog.

By clicking on a storm’s location on the
map or in the catalog, a storm
summary providing known features
such as the storm, including the storm
dates, storm center location, storm
area and depth, maximum dewpoint,
and elevation among other things.
Additionally, any ArcGIS layers and
documentation can be view and
downloaded.
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Work on the USACE Extreme Storm
database continues, including
population with more storms.
Planned enhancements for the
database include being able to search
and interpolate a depth-area-duration
table to any area or duration, being
able to plot depth-area-duration curves
directly from the interface, extracting
the percent of the storm to the latest
published PMP, the addition of the
storm type for each storm, and being
able to search by storm type and by
means other than name, such as
latitude and longitude. Additionally,
providing a field for who has entered in
the storm information, so that they
may be contacted for more
information if needed.
Exchange of information between the
USACE Extreme Storms database and
MetVue facilitates deeper information
available in the database and also
provides a more efficient data
collection means for MetVue analyses.

Much of the storm data processing that is
possible using Metvue would also be helpful
information in the USACE Extreme Storms
Database. For example, if a storm is
transposed and reoriented to generate a
maximum rainfall for the event for a
watershed, the associated precipitation and
resulting shapefiles would be useful to also
have available for use in the database for
future studies. Output, such as hyetographs
and precipitation grids, developed for
synthetic storms in MetVue would also be
helpful data for the database. Precipitation
grids for an event in an area as well as the
historical storm data, made available by the
database, would also be helpful in the data
collection effort for application in MetVue.
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HEC-MetVue contains tools for
visualizing and modifying storm
events. The figures on this slide show
a grid of accumulated 72 hour
precipitation for 30 Dec 1996 – 02 Jan
1997. If the storm was rotated
counter clockwise by 20 degrees and
shifted south (so that the maximum
precipitation was centered over the
American River Basin), then the 72
hour precipitation for the watershed
would have increased from 4.49 inches
to 15.94 inches. Linking
HEC-MetVue to HEC-HMS will
facilitate quick simulation of
alternative meteorologic scenarios.

The simulation control framework was
rebuilt to support tens of thousands of
simulations.
Capability – Select model parameters that
will be "uncertain" and characterize each
one. Select output results for key
locations. Use robust sampling
techniques to perform many realizations
and produce probabilistic results.
Independent parameter sampling:
Choose one of the seven included
analytical distributions, and enter
properties.
Dependent parameter sampling:
Choose an independent parameter
that will be sampled first.
Select a linear or log-linear
dependency.
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Enter the slope and intercept for
the dependency relationship.
Specify an epsilon error term for
the dependency relationship by
choosing one of the seven
analytical distributions, and
entering properties.
Independent parameter sampling by
month:
Choose one of the seven analytical
distributions.
Enter separate distribution
properties for each month of the
year.
A necessary analysis for Dam Safety
studies is the reservoir stage frequency
curve. Often, there is very limited
observed data to define the frequency
curve. The exceedance probability of
the Peak Stage computed by routing
the PMF is assumed to be the same as
the PMF (typically estimated by
extending the flow frequency curve).
Currently modeling procedures include
discrete events where assumptions are
made about the state of the watershed
(how wet or dry) and the initial
condition of the reservoir. Either
discrete events flood events could be
developed and routed through a
reservoir operation model or a
stochastic simulation where boundary
conditions and hydrologic modeling
parameters are sampled for thousands
of events.
The HEC-WAT is a software program
that integrates different model
applications through a user interface.
Individual models, HEC-HMS,
HEC-ResSim, and HEC-RAS, can be
developed through the HEC-WAT
interface. HEC-WAT contains tools
for define a simulation sequence (order
the models are computed) and
manages the passing of data from one
model to the next. Results can be
accessed through the HEC-WAT
schematic.
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HEC-WAT was used for assessing
flood risk in the Columbia River
watershed for different reservoir
operation scenarios. Multiple
reservoir operation, river hydraulics,
and consequence models were
developed for the system. One of the
study goals was to perform a Monte
Carlo simulation that incorporated
both natural variability and knowledge
uncertainty when computing risk
based metrics. The HEC-WAT Flood
Risk Analysis (FRA) compute was
configured to sample hydrology,
forecasted inflows, and levee failure
elevations while running 50,000 events
through the entire model compute
sequence.
HEC-WAT is also being considered as
a tool on the Missouri River where
there are multiple reservoir, hydraulic,
consequence and ecosystems models.
HEC-WAT does not have to be used
only in large regional studies. Work
is underway with the Dam and Levee
Safety program to add functionality to
HEC-WAT so that it can be applied
across the country from small to large
dam safety studies.
This figures shows how HEC-WAT
facilitates the passing of data between
models in a simulation sequence. Any
data generated by HEC-WAT, like
precipitation or flow, is saved to a
HEC-DSS file where other models in
the simulation sequence can access it.
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The nested Monte Carlo sampling
procedure separates natural variability
and knowledge uncertainty. Natural
Variability = some variables are
random and unpredictable by nature,
and their values change with time
(event to event) or in space.
Knowledge Uncertainty = some
variables do not change with time or
space, but we do not know their values
accurately. More investigation could
reduce knowledge uncertainty (more
analysis could go into understanding
the flow frequency relationship and
decrease the uncertainty).
HEC-WAT manages the nested Monte
Carlo compute by generating random
number seeds that are passed to all the
models in the simulation sequence.
For example, HEC-WAT will pass an
HEC-HMS model a random number
seed for every event in the simulation.
HEC-HMS might use the seed to
sample initial soil moisture for each
event. The Monte Carlo compute was
designed to generate repeatable
sampled parameters across multiple
alternatives (event 350 in alternative A
should have the same sampled
parameters as event 350 in alternative
B).
The figures on this slide illustrate how
an annual maximum flood dataset can
be created by 1) sampling a new flow
frequency curve (1 realization within
the outer Monte Carlo loop), 2)
sampling 1000 flows from the flow
frequency curve created in step 1, and
3) sampling a hydrograph shape to
apply to the sampled volume.
For a preliminary level of the risk
assessment stage at USACE, we
sample volume from the frequency
curve, hydrograph shape, data of
event, and starting reservoir pool
elevations.
For an in-depth hydrologic analysis, we
sample meteorology, hydrology, and
reservoir simulation variables.
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The frequency curves on this slide
show the sampled 72-hour basin
average precipitation for 10
realizations. Each realization
included 10,000 events. Each
sampled precipitation depth is applied
to a sampled precipitation hyetograph.
The hyetograph is automatically scaled
in order for the 3-day volume to match
the sampled depth. The figure shows
that in a simulation of 1,000,000
events, the PMP depth was exceeded
16 times. Based on the definition of
the PMP, depths that exceed the PMP
are not possible, therefore, HEC-WAT
contains tools to skip events where
precipitation/flow exceed user-defined
thresholds.
The figure on this slide shows results
from 10 realizations (of 100,000 events
each – only results from the largest
events are included). With more
realizations, the best estimate and 90
percent confidence limits could be
determined. The PMF flow was
estimated using conservative
infiltration rates and other
assumptions about the watershed.
The stochastic simulations show the
exceedance probability of the PMF
would be smaller than that computed
when extracting the LPIII flow
frequency curve (likely due to the
conservative assumptions made when
modeling the PMF). In addition, the
stochastic modeling results show a
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divergence when compared to the
frequency based modeling results
(orange triangles). The difference
here is that the stochastic simulation
use historically observed hyetographs
while the frequency based modeling
uses the idealized hyetograph patterns
where the hyetograph contains the
same probability depths for multiple
durations (the 1-percent 1-hour,
3-hour, 6-hour, 12-hour, 24-hour, and
72-hour durations).
The figure on this slide shows results
from 10 realizations (of 100,000 events
each – only results from the largest
events are included). With more
realizations, the best estimate and 90
percent confidence limits could be
determined. Instead of assigning an
exceedance probability to the PMF
stage, a stochastic analysis could be
used instead. Results on this slide
show the exceedance probability would
be much smaller.
Analytical distributions for the
sampled parameters were based on
parameters determined when
modeling historic events (for example,
a normal distribution was used for the
constant loss rate and the mean and
standard deviation were based on
parameter values from the calibration
events). The starting storage
distribution was determined using
observed reservoir elevations from the
flood season, only elevations prior to
and 1-day after a flood event were
used.
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We have demonstrated the distributed
compute works on a server with multiple
VMs, HEC classroom computers, HEC
staff computers on the local area network,
and VMs on the Amazon Cloud network.

This figure shows the Model Skip
Rules editor with flow thresholds
defined at multiple locations in Reach
1. The first step in setting up model
skip flags is to associate the flags, or
thresholds, to a model alternative in
the compute sequence. There are four
different models computed for Reach 1,
the time window modification, fragility
curve sampler, the HEC-RAS model,
and the HEC-FIA model. In the
example shown, the skip flags are
associated with the Time Window
Modifier Alternative for Reach 1 since
this is the first model computed for
Reach 1.
Within the If block, statements are
used where thresholds are defined at
multiple locations (those with possible
damages) in Reach 1. For example,
the first statement evaluates flow at
the Cowlitz location. If the flow is
greater than 400,000 cfs, then the
event will not be skipped. Notice
there are multiple locations where the
flow is evaluated and that “AND” logic
is included. The flows at all these
locations must be less than the defined
thresholds in order for the event to be
skipped
The time savings from the Model Skip
Flags were considerable for the CRT
model. Depending on the shortened
time window computed by the Time
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Window Modifier Alternative for
Reach 1, the compute time for the
Reach 1 HEC-RAS model was be
between 5 and 25 minutes. Based on
the conservative skip thresholds
defined for Reach 1, approximately 35
percent of the events were skipped for
just this one reach segment. A higher
percentage of events were skipped for
other reach segments where damages
were not realized until large, rare flood
events were simulated.
Different simulation alternatives can
be compared through the HEC-WAT
map interface. For example,
hydraulic and consequence results can
be compared between two alternatives
with different reservoir operation
scenarios.
There are multiple options for saving
output during an nested Monte Carlo
WAT simulation. One option is to
save all output during an FRA
simulation. This option was initially
beneficial to verify model linking
(ensure the correct data is being
passed from one model to the next) and
to better understand how the
HEC-WAT manages the Monte Carlo
compute. An added benefit of keeping
model files from individual events is
the ability to load these files and
evaluate the model and output. For
example, one event might generate
damage values that seem unrealistic.
The model files used to generate the
event could be opened by the
standalone application, like HEC-RAS,
and the model parameters or boundary
conditions that generated the
unrealistic results could be easily
evaluated.
Another Monte Carlo simulation
option is to remove all files and
time-series data at the end of a
number of events. For example, if the
user defines the lifecycle to be 50 years
long, then HEC-WAT will delete files
and time-series data once the last year
in the lifecycle is computed. Not all
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data is lost when this option is selected.
At the end of a lifecycle, HEC-WAT
will mine all time-series data
generated during the 50 year lifecycle
and extract scalar values, like
maximum flow, stage, and total
damages, and copy these values to one
file for storage. After the scalar
values are saved, the time-series data
is deleted. At the end of a Monte
Carlo simulation, all scalar data from
multiple locations are organized in one
file. This option for managing files
and output would likely be chosen for
production simulations in most
studies. The total output generated
from this option would be minimal.
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